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http://www.loc.gov/preservation/digital/formats/index.html

http://www.loc.gov/preservation/digital/formats/index.html
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what’s in a file?

payload/stream/main content more contentmetadata fixity
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≠ ≠ ≠
even files that look the same, with the 

same file extension, can be very different
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pdf
mother of all container formats
its flexibility is its curse

pdf/a (“archival” friendly. maybe? kinda?)
no encryption
no javascript
audio/video only permitted in pdf/a-3

pdf/x
pdf/ua
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relationships are hard.
has subtype | subtype of | contains | may contain | used by
| must have component | may have component |
component of | defined via | requires | modification of | has
modified version | extension of | has extension | has earlier
version | has later version | version of | equivalent to |
affinity to | additional | other | yada yada yada ...
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PDF is much more than text  -- a file format, a wrapper, a bundling 
format, all in one – note complexity of relationships
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Adobe PDF lineage, with FDD number in italics.

PDF (030) 
role=“family”

/X (124)

1_7 (277) 
[ISO 32000]1_6 (276)1_5 (123)

/A_1 (125)

/A_1a (251) /A_1b (252)

Subtype
Subtype Subtype

Subtype

Subtype

Subtype*

Subtype

Subtype

Subtype

Subtype

1_4 (122)

Indicates earlier/later version 
relationships.

1_7_ext03 
(313)

1_7_ext05 
(314)

PDF_geospatial (315)

role=“family”

GeoPDF_2_2 
(312)

Subtype

Subtype
Version

Version

Subtype Subtype

Extension Extension

1_3 (316)

Subtype

/A_2 (319)

/A_2a 
(320)

/A_2b 
(322)

Subtype

Subtype*

Subtype

Subtype*

Subtype

Subtype

/A_2u 
(321)

Subtype

PDF/A (318)

role=“family”Subtype

Subtype

Subtype

/A_3 (360)

/A_3a /A_3b

Subtype*

Subtype

Extension of

Subtype

/A_3u 

Subtype

From  1.7 From PDF/A family
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FDD
format description document

http://www.loc.gov/preservation/digit
al/formats/fdd/fdd000509.shtml

http://www.loc.gov/preservation/digital/formats/fdd/fdd000509.shtml
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description 10
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MS-DOC (509) is based on CFB 3 (380) but CFB 3 is 
the basis for MANY other formats – all the old 

Microsoft formats – not just MS-DOC
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2 types of evaluation factors
sustainability factors

for all formats
influence feasibility and cost 
of preserving content in the 

face of future change
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quality & functionality 
factors that vary by 
content category
reflect considerations that 
will be expected by future 
users
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kate’s favorite section: identifiers
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hex view
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lots and 
lots of 
references
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*

*

* *

* *format specifications useful references
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Recommended Formats Statement 
https://www.loc.gov/preservation/resources/rfs/index.html
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https://www.loc.gov/preservation/resources/rfs/index.html
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content categories
textual works | still image works | moving image
works | audio works | musical scores | datasets | GIS,
geospatial and non-GIS cartographic | design and
3D | software and video games | web archives
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orange = new or changed content categories for 2020
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evaluation criteria
Global/Community 

Format Sustainability 
Factors

Disclosure
Adoption

Transparency
Self-documentation

External dependencies
Impact of patents

Technical protection 
mechanisms 18

LC Local/Institutional 
Factors

Staff experience and 
expertise
Software/Hardware/OS 
available
Representation/extent in LC 
collections/storage
Established 
workflow/functionality
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PREFERRED

 Global/community: Meets or 
exceeds benchmarks for all 
relevant sustainability factors

 Local/institutional: The Library 
of Congress has the skills, 
experience, workflows, tools 
and systems to manage and 
preserve these formats in 
current systems with 
confidence.
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ACCEPTABLE

 Global/community: Meets 
minimum acceptability across 
benchmarks or does not meet all 
relevant sustainability factors.

 Local/institutional: The Library 
of Congress can manage this 
format at a basic level of 
acquisition, management and 
preservation; and a greater 
ability for management and 
preservation is within the 
Library’s capacity with further 
investment.
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Green = PNG
Yellow = DNG
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Green = PNG
Yellow = DNG
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https://www.loc.gov/preservation/resources/rfs/stillimg.html

https://www.loc.gov/preservation/resources/rfs/stillimghtml
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thank you
Kate Murray
kmur@loc.gov | @fileformatology 

mailto:kmur@loc.gov
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